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Abstract 

Twitter bots are bots which interacts with twitter as an automated user account using an Application 

Programming Interface (API).  The social bots are programmed  to carry out duties usually linked with   human 

actions,such as liking tweets, following users, direct messaging (DM) other users and most significantly, they 

can tweet information, and re-tweet anything posed by a particular set of users or attributing a dstinct hashtag. 

Most of them are utilized to carry out cardinal tasks, like tweet about natural disasters in a crucial period of time 

and play a major role as component part of a cautionary system. In scenarios including the chances of an 

important event,however, policy-making or otherwise, they are usually utilized to create a huge impact  in 

special content by diffusing news  at a pace that is not manageable with human users. 

Keywords: Bot, Social media, PythonAnywhere, Tweepy, Application Programming Interface(API),             

Twitter. 

Introduction 

Twitter can be used as a powerful medium to spread awareness among the public when used in the right way. 

The twitter bots spreads the sensational news quicker and in the simplest way possible. These bots can 

be programmed to listen to tweets, respond, retweet, follow up or direct messages. Thus with the use of 

these bots, crucial news can be spread in a rapid way which is almost impossible for human users. The bot saves 

the users’ time and vitality. 

Twitter bots, are controlled  by bot software to provide an  automated Twitter account. In spite of being 

programmed to perform tasks that shows a semblance of everyday Twitter users such as liking the tweets, and 

following other users, their motive is to tweet and retweet content for distinct purposes on a grand scale. The 

purpose of the bot has its own benefits and drawbacks.  
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Twitter bots can be used forbeneficialpurposes,  like broadcasting foremost content like weather 

emergenciesin real-time, sharing informative content as a whole, and generating automated replies through 

direct messaging. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

For a long time, researchers have always taken advantage of the information available in the  social media 

platforms for granted to learn and scrutinize a broad rangeof ethnical phenomena. As social media 

supplieseasyaccess through Application ProgrammingInterfaces (APIs) to valuable information from people’s 

interactivity in severalsocialplatforms, they havebecome a powerful  alternative in terms of both monetary and 

temporal  means.Yet,the information that can be retrieved  from the servers may still not solve  distinct queries 

that researchers may likely have  or the in-depth that wouldhave usually been provided through direct questions 

toparticipants.  

As humans are not omnipotent in the twitter platform, this in turn resulted in a diminished response rate between 

the twitter users.Even though the decreased response pace are dispiriting, recent experiments have been under 

taken in order to investigate different paths to maximize actions with the social media users. For instance, there 

are various methods for recruiting volunteers through Twitter bots by deploying different strategies. But these 

bots had their   limitations because of low security and impersonation.    

The existing twitter bots are constrained in their abilities to interact with the users.To make it less time 

consuming and more efficient, the bots must be made more secure with the maximum rate of accuracy 

 On eliminating the above limitations, this approach provides the chance to connect the benefits of research in 

social media through Application Programming Interfaces with the copiousness of data that can be accumulated 

using the  bots. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM      

To make trivial important news from rural areas popular by retweeting it in the twitter platform in a secure 

manner. The bot should be able to retweet, like and comment on its own without any human guidance. The bot 

can be used to retweet a particular hashtag that is relevant to the user. To ensure that the bot is functioning all 

the time, PythonAnywhere platform is used. 
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Fig 1: General architecture of twitter bot 

 

IMPLEMENTATION STEPS: 

The flow chart for creating the twitter bot is shown below: 

 

Fig 2: Detailed architecture of twitter bot 

a) CREATING DEVELOPER ACCOUNT 

 The Twitter developer gateway contains a collection  of  various self-serve means that developers can 

employin order to control their rights as well as to generate  and control their projects and applications. This is 

the account where the   Application   Programming   Interface (API) gets initiated which in turn automates our 

twitter account by creating a  bot. 

The access to nearly all of the Twitter’s practicality is provided to the developers by the Twitter API.The 

API can be utilized towrite and read data associatedwith the Twitter domains such as users, trends, and tweets. 

Specifically, the API uncovers a lot of HTTP endpoints that are related to: 

• Direct messages 

• Retweets 

• Favorites 

• Media 

• Likes 

• Trends 
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        With the use of OAuth, the Twitter API  makes advantage of a broadly used authorisation protocol for 

authentication of  each of  the requests. Prior calling upon the Twitter API, establishment and configuration of 

the user’s credentials must be authorized.  

          Building of different varieties of automationssuch as analytics , bots, and other means can be 

leveraged using the Twitter API. 

b) KEYS AND TOKENS 

For creating the Twitter API Authentication Credentials, the Twitter API requires the authentication of 

request by using OAuth. In order to use the Twitter API, the user needs to create the required authentication 

credentials. These credentials use the following 4 text strings: 

• Consumer secret 

• Access secret 

• Consumer access 

• Access token 

If any suspicious activity is detected, a set of keys is generated by the authenticated access from the users. 

By doing this, the account remains secure. 

 

Fig 3: Generation of keys 

 Consumer key is one of the API keys which a service provider (Example : Facebook, Twitter, etc.,) 

provides to a user. The user is a  consumer who requests a assistance and wishes to use resources through the 

service provider. This key is used to determine the consumer. 

Consumer secret is considered to be a  "password"which is utilized together along with the consumer key. 

This is utilized to petition access (authorization) to a consumer's resources from the service provider. 

Access token is a key that is given to the user through the service provider after the consumer successfully 

finishes the authorization. The access token denotes the access vantages of the user over a distinct consumer's 

resources. When the user wishes to access the consumer's data from the same service provider, the user should 

include the access token in a API request to a service provider. 

C) TWEEPY 
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It is an open source Python package,which provides a very easy way to approach the Twitter API using 

Python.An interface is provided by the API by encapsulating most of the Twitter API’s complexness and 

appendingthe model layer and other essential practicalitiesadding to it. Tweepy consists of a set of classes and 

methods which constitutethe Twitter's models and API endpoints. Additionally, it translucently handles 

numerous implementation information, like: Data encryption and decryption.The tweepy package is installed 

through the command prompt. 

 

Fig 4: Installing tweepy package 

c) BOT INTERACTION 

 

 

Fig 5: Twitter account with the first bot tweet 

The bot is first activated by running the module in the command prompt. The twitter ID of the first tweet is 

stored in a separate text file. 
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Fig 6: Status updated output 

     This cycle keeps going on until the running of the program is interrupted. 

Now the ID of the second tweet is stored in place of the first tweet's ID  

When the bot has successfully replied to a particular tweet or has updated the user's status, the user can trace 

its working in the command prompt. 

When the bot has replied to the first tweet, the ID gets automatically updated when the second tweet arrives 

like shown in the above image. 

 

Fig 7: Second tweet from the bot 

In order to actively monitor the tweets that contain certain keywords, the bot utilizes the antecedently 

introduced Tweepy stream. For each tweet, it will change the tweet as liked and then re-tweet it, when the user 

is not the tweet author. 

This bot can be used to feed the user’s account using content which is applicable to the user’s interests. 

When the hashtag search module is initiated, the bot searches for the hashtag generated by the user, 

automatically and thus helps in spreading the same faster. 

d) DEPLOYING BOT IN PYTHON ANYWHERE 

PythonAnywhere is a web hosting service and an online integrated development environment based on the 

programming language of Python. It is used to provides in-browser access to Python which is server-based and 

the interfaces of the Bash command-line, with a code editor having  syntax highlighting.The bot is deployed in 

this platform to ensure that the bot is active throughout the day. 
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Fig 8: Deploying in PythonAnywhere 

RESULT 

The bot successfully re-tweets, likes and comments automatically on its own without any human interaction. 

The tweets containing the hashtags mentioned by the users are re-tweeted. 

 

Fig 9: Result 

CONCLUSION 

Thus the twitter bot is built using tweepy which enables much secure and faster sharing of cardinal 

information without human interaction. 
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